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INTRODUCTION:01
  THIS CHAPTER COVERS A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF NEW YORK CITY WHICH IS ONE OF THE MOST 
POPULAR METROPOLITAN CITIES IN THE WORLD REGARDING A SUMMARY OF NYC URBANISM 
AND ARCHITECTURE, THE MAIN IDEOLOGY ABOUT USE OF SPACE : NATURE VERSUS MANKIND, 
SOCIOCULTURAL ASPECTS OF SUCH A MULTI-RATIONAL CITY AND A DESCRIPTION OF ROOSE-
VELT ISLAND REGION. THESE SUBTITLES OF STUDY ALL HAVE REMARKABLE ROLES IN THE DESIGN 
PROCESS AS THEY INEVITABLY INFLUENCE THE PROJECT AND LEND RELEVANCE AND UTILITY 
THROUGHOUT THE PLAN TO BE PROPOSED. 



USE OF SPACE: 
NATURE VERSUS MANKIND:

SOCIOCULTURAL:
.

NYC URBANISM :
WHAT DOES NEW YORK NEED?

ARCHITECTURE OF NYC: 
 

Metropolitan City

Des not reflect a specific group
Contemporary Architecture
Many cultures and different lifestyles
Create NYS’s own culture

 Although over population NYC consumes 
less energy than other cities such as Chikago 
and Dallas

Many attempts for green buildings (especially 
in the East River)

However, New York faces growing demands 
and limited space.

  Many cultures ( Chineese, Afro-Americans, 
Italians, Jamaicans, etc.)

  Different religions and beliefs

  Many interactions on different fields betwe-
en these groups

  Not so much interaction between nature and 
the NYC population ( except Central Park)

Highest mass transit use in the USA

Yet currently one of the most energu efficient 
cities of the country

Declared as the dirtiest city of the USA in 
2012.

Dense Population
One of the most important economies and harbours of the world
Adopts a grid system as the urban character

Includes majority of skyscrapers and Concrete Mass  in Compare to Green Areas
Hosts lots of different ethnic backgrounds

NYC needs a freedom for nature!



ROOSEVELT ISLAND REGION:
It is a narrow island between Manhattan and Queens in the East River
It is about 3.2 km long with a max width of 238 m and a total area of 0.59 km2
11,661 population (4,995 FEMALE, 4,525 MALE)
Hosts mostly middle class and high class population like a small town
67% of the population is between 18 and 65
The island has a distinguished architectural history
It is nearly divided into two as green parks and concrete mass
Includes mini schools, rentals and residentials
Public transportation encouraged master plan
Access is via Ferry, Bus, Subway, Cable Car ( from Manhattan to the Island), Roosevelt Island 
Bridge ( from Queens to the island) or Car from the bridge 



02 INFLUENCES:

  IN BEGINNING A NEW PROJECT, THE REVIEW OF EXISTING LITERATURE AND PRECE-
DENT STUDIES ARE AN IMPORTANT PART OF THE DESIGN PROCESS, AND CAN HELP IN-
FORM THE DESIGNERS OF RELEVANT APPLICATIONS AND SOLUTIONS TO BE EMPLO-
YED ON A SITE.  THIS PROCESS HELPS DELIVER INFORMED DESIGN THAT CAN BE RUN 
THROUGH AN ARRAY OF DESIGN AND PLANNING ORDERING SYSTEMS, THEREBY REVEALING 
THE OVERALL RELEVANCE OF THE PURPOSED INTERVENTIONS.  THE FOLLOWING PAGES DIS-
CUSS THE DESIGN IMPLICATIONS DISTILLED FROM APPLICABLE LITERATURE AND PRECEDENT 
STUDIES THAT IN TURN, INFORMED THE DESIGN OF VARIOUS FACETS OF ROOSEVELT ISLAND. 



ECOLOGY OF NYC PARKS:
31 °F (0 °C) average temperature in winters
72 °F (22 °C) average temperature in summers
Moderate Climate ( the Harbour rarely freezes)
Annual precipation is 1120 mm
Urban settlement affects Flora and Fauna
Rapid changes on wikd habitat
Wide variety of animal species ( 80 species of fish, scores of 
birds from the Peregrine Falcon to the Pigeon, Mammals such 
as Raccoon, Rabbits, Mandarin ducks, Squirrels, Virginia Opos-
sums, Berry trees, shrubs etc.)
Over 235 species of Flora and Fauna in all the NYC Parks
Reduced and destroyed vegetation by urban sprawl



  URBAN HYDROELECTRIC 
  GENERATION IN RIVERS:

WASTE WATER PURIFICATION:

Electricity from Hydropower 16.6% of the 
World’s total energy to be increased
Power comes from the potential energy of 
dammed water driving a water turbine and 
generator
A flexible source of electricity
Very low cost-High value power
Reduced CO2 emissions
Suitable for industrial applications
Yet to be careful about:
Ecosystem damages
Loss of land
Water loss by evaporation
Failure risks

Removal of unwanted constitutents from the water 
to make it safe
Clean water
Process
Pretreatment
Coagulation and Flocculation
Sedimentation
Filtration (UV Disinfection etc.)
Portable Water Purification



 ILLER HYDROPLANT, GERMANY
                            by Becker Architects

HOTEL VIVANTA, WHITEFIELD, INDIA                            
by TAJ

   Main design considerations was the symbolic representation of the water dynamics, which change from a calm state 
at the water inlet to the churning and pitching of the water near to the turbines, before subsequently returning to a 
calm state after the electricity generation. Further associations included the river-washed rock formations in close 
proximity to the location of the power plant. The concept intended to connect the limit points machine room inclu-
ding turbines/generators  and retention bar weir/rack cleaning  with a continuous wrapping that dives underneath 
a historical steel – framework of a former bridge for wires, in order to avoid its total demolition. The softly shaped 
wrapping nestles against the technical underground engineering parts and creates thus space for many connotati-
ons, among them a smoothed river stone, a frozen wave or a stranded whale and so on. In close continuance of the 
underground construction the reinforced concrete wrapping is fitted on selective plate bearings with a revolving 
gap (2 cm) in order to compensate longitudinal deformation. In crosswise direction ribs stabilise the constructi-
on similar to the ribs of a boat, that is turned around. The structure that is like a skeleton generates a fascinating 
sequence of interior rooms, which are changing between dome dimensions and intimate sizes. All notches, that are 
technical essentially, were reduced as much as possible in order to reach a homogeneous appearance. Even a (via 
truck – mounted crane) complete removable component (lightweight concrete) in case of log jam disappears almost.

   India, the hotel is a gateway statement between the IT Park and the developing city around it. The brief inspired the 
team to question and push the boundaries of hotel design, not just to address the needs of the discerning business 
traveller coming to Whitefield, but also to redefine and intensify the hotel as a contemporary socio-cultural hub for 
both the IT Park and IT-based population in Whitefield. Besides, Hotel Vivanta is designed as a flowing land-scrap-
per that blends earth to sky. The building embraces Bangalore’s culture and climate, adopting a site-specific landsca-
pe strategy that plays on relationships between interior and exterior spaces. Public and private spaces interweave in 
an endless promenade of spatial experiences with culturally distinctive cinematic qualities that allude to the circling 
and twisting of traditional Indian dance forms. Spaces flow and connect to each other encouraging exchange and 
interaction. By its concept and application the building offers a different and enjoyable sequence of space and quality 
of these spaces which are almost always interation with the nature. It covers a variety of gardens such as roof gardes, 
secret gardens, sloped gardens, exterior courtyards, interior courtyards-atriums. In addition large and spacious halls, 
galleries and relaxation spaces are always interaction with the direct daylight. The building offers room suites, spa 
centers, offices, business opprtunities, fitness centers, entertaintment places both for the visitors and locals as well.



AQUA-SCRAPER/UNDERWATER WORLD
 BY BELGIAN ARCHITECT VINCENT CALLEBAUT

THEORIES:

New Urbanism :
promotes quality architecture and urban design to create a 
dense mixed use community that is: walkable, connected, 
sustainable, and has a high quality of life. New urbanism is a 
descriptive style of human habitat that is community focused 
and socially sensitive to human functions. The landscape is 
formed into the built human space.
 Landscape Urbanism:
is an approach to the organization of the design of human 
habitat based upon the existing landscape form and not on ar-
chitectural form. Landscape urbanism is an ecological appro-
ach to human habitat that is process focused and contextually 
sensitive to ecological functions. The human space is integra-
ted into the landscape.
 Smart Growth :
is an approach to controlling growth by concentrating growth 
at urban centers in order to minimize sprawl. Smart growth 
is a transit based infill built upon policy and relies on growth 
management tools to make decisions and encourages susta-
inable communities, combats sprawl, and strengthens urban 
centers through existing infrastructure.
 Smart Code :
is a unified land development ordinance for planning and 
urban design. It considers: zoning code flexibility, subdivision 
regulations, urban design, and architectural standards. Smart 
code supports community vision, transit options, mixed use, 
and conservation of open lands while preventing sprawl and 
auto dominated streets.

  He has revealed ambitious plans for a series of underwater eco-villages that could house up to 20,000 people each in the fu-
ture. Jellyfish-like in appearance, each oceanscraper would be constructed using recycled plastics from the misleading-
ly named “Seventh Continent”, or Great Pacific Garbage Patch (much of the debris here is believed to be in the form of 
microplastics, rather than a visible mass). As well as living space, the Aequorea would house science labs, offices, ho-
tels, sports fields and farms across 250 floors and reach a depth of up to 1,000 meters (3,280 feet). Seawater would be de-
salinated for drinking, microalgae would recycle organic waste, and light would be provided through bioluminescence.



SITE ANALYSIS:03
  SITE ANALYSIS CHAPTER PROVIDES AN OVERVIEW OF ROOSEVELT ISLAND’S EXISTING CONDI-
TIONS ON FUNCTION ( CITY LAYOUT, LAND USE, CIRCULATION INCLUDING GREEN NETWORKS  
VEHICULAR AND PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATIONS), SOCIOCULTURAL (USER PROFILE), ECONO-
MICS (INCOME LEVELS AND FUNCTIONS), AESTHETICS ( ROOSEVELT ISLAND VIEWS) AND EN-
VIRONMENTAL ASPECTS ( ENERGY CONSUMPTION, FLOW OF THE RIVER AND WATER SUPPLY).



CITY LAYOUT AND OPEN SPACE: LAND USE: PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION: PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION:



AESTHETIC  ASPECT:
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